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 ABSTRACT
4. Reflecting regional life: 
Localness and social capital in 
Australian country newspapers
Australian country non-daily newspapers are generally very much 
local in their emphasis—they cover mostly, or entirely, local news; they 
promote and advocate for the interests of their region; and they foster a close 
relationship with their readers. They are not only a valuable source of local 
news and information for their readership, but also help to connect people 
within their circulation area and reinforce community identity. This means 
they are ideally positioned to contribute to social capital— the ‘connec-
tions among individuals—social networks and the norms of reciprocity and 
trustworthiness that arise from them’ (Putnam, 2000). Social capital can 
be seen as having three basic components: a network; a cluster of norms, 
values and expectations; and sanctions that help to maintain the norms and 
network (Halpern, 2005), and newspapers can contribute to social capital by 
facilitating local debate and discussion, and reflecting back to communities 
through the news stories they cover local norms, values, expectations and 
sanctions. Interrelationships between elements of ‘localness’ in journal-
ism practice at country newspapers and social capital in regional areas of 
Australia were explored as part of a wider study of relationships between 
communities and country newspapers. Journalists, newspaper owners 
and managers, and community participants from four regions of South 
Australia and Victoria were asked about their understandings of ‘localness’ 
in country newspaper journalism practice. This article suggests that such 
newspapers’ emphasis on localness is a key element of their capacity to 
contribute to social capital. 
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The term ‘social capital’ is widely used to refer to ‘connections among individuals—social networks and the norms of recipro- city and trustworthiness that arise from them’ (Putnam, 2000, p. 19). 
Social capital has the goal of enhancing quality of life (Schwarz & Tait, 2007, 
p. 128) through trust and reciprocity (Winter, 2000, p. 19) and individuals 
and groups taking an active role (�nyx & �ullen, 2000, p. 109) to solve col-
lective problems. While it is a contested concept (Winter, 2000, p. 31), and 
one which defies easy definition, Halpern suggests it has three key compo-
nent—a network; a cluster of norms, values and expectations; and sanctions 
that help to maintain the norms and network (Halpern, 2005, p. 10). In the 
context of a community, the first component is the social network; the second 
the explicit or implicit rules, values and expectations that characterise the 
community; and the third ranges from legal punishment to gossip (Halpern, 
2005, pp. 10-11).
Theoretical precursors to social capital stretch back to early scholars 
such as Aristotle (Halpern, 2005, p. 3), but one of the theoreticians most 
widely associated with the term is �ourdieu, who defines it as ‘the sum 
of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group 
by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalised 
relationships of mutual acquaintances and recognition’ (�ourdieu, 1986, 
p. 248). �ourdieu argues that the volume of social capital possessed by any 
one person is dependent on the size of the network the person can mobilise 
and the volume of capital possessed by each person to whom the individual is 
connected (�ourdieu, 1986, p. 249). He also takes the view that social capital 
is not independent of other forms of capital, such as economic and cultural 
capital (Giorgas, 2007, p. 208). �uilding on �ourdieu’s work, Coleman sug-
gests that social capital makes possible ‘the achievement of certain ends that 
would not be attainable in its absence’ (Coleman, 1994, p. 302). He argues that 
social capital is not the private property of any of the persons who benefit from 
it (Coleman, 1994, p. 315), as ‘the actor or actors who generate social capital 
ordinarily capture only a small part of its benefits’ (Coleman, 1988, p. 119).
A third perspective is that of Putnam, who claims that social capital is 
both a private and a public good, as ‘some of the benefit from an investment 
in social capital goes to bystanders, while some of the benefit redounds to the 
immediate interest of the person making the investment’ (Putnam, 2000, p. 20). 
He defines social capital as social connections and their attendant norms and 
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trusts (Putnam, 1995, p. 665), and suggests that the principle of generalised 
reciprocity is central: ‘I’ll do this for you now, without expecting anything 
immediately in return and perhaps without even knowing you, confident that 
down the road you or someone else will return the favour’ (Putnam, 2000, 
p. 134). Putnam claims that social capital benefi ts both individuals and commu-
nities by allowing citizens to resolve collective problems more easily; smooth-
ing the way for communities to advance; and widening citizens’ awareness 
of the ways in which their fates are linked (Putnam, 2000, pp. 288-289). The 
theoretical perspectives of �ourdieu, Coleman and Putnam are in many ways 
different, but can also be seen as complementary (Woodhouse, 2006, p. 6).
Despite being widely identified as having social benefits, social capital 
is not an uncontested concept. Putnam suggests that ‘bonding’ social capital 
can reinforce exclusive identities (2000, p. 22), while Cox and Caldwell 
claim it can lead to demonisation of those seen as ‘other’ (2000, p. 59). �ther 
criticisms of social capital include claims that it promotes individualism and 
individual gain, that it has been ‘hijacked’ by the right, and that it has become 
a tool for neo liberal government reforms (Giorgas, 2007, p. 206). Putnam’s 
and Coleman’s theorisations have been criticised for failing to address issues 
of power and conflict (Giorgas, 2007, p. 211), and it has been suggested that 
Putnam’s conceptualisation is incomplete (�nyx, Edwards & �ullen, 2007, 
p. 216). The effects of social capital may also be dependent on context, as 
�nyx, Edwards and �ullen (2007) suggest: ‘Whether or not social capital is 
used to empower or disempower will depend on the particular intersection of 
social capital and power relations ...’ (p. 229).
In addition, measuring social capital is problematic. Putnam’s concern that 
‘America’s stock of social capital has been shrinking for more than a quarter 
century’ (Putnam, 1995, p. 666) is mirrored in Halpern’s assessment of social 
capital in Australia—he claims that, of all countries on which a reasonable 
range of data is available, Australia shows a pattern most like the US (Halpern, 
2005, p. 211). In contrast, however, a 2005 Australian Federal Government 
report found Australia was relatively well endowed with social capital, with 
higher rates of volunteering and civic involvement than most developed coun-
tries (�ureau of Transport and Regional Economics, 2005, p. v). 
Notwithstanding these measurement difficulties, there remains a strong 
connection in the literature between social capital and non-metropolitan areas, 
suggesting that social capital is more likely to be found in small towns and rural 
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areas than in cities. Although Putnam has expressed concern about declining 
social capital more generally, he argues that trust and altruism are more likely 
to be found in small towns (Putnam, 2000, p. 138), and people in rural areas 
are seen as more likely than others to volunteer, work on community projects, 
come to the aid of a stranger and donate blood (�eaudoin & Thorson, 2004, 
p. 379). Levels of community involvement are high in rural areas and small 
towns in Australia (�ureau of Transport and Regional Economics, 2005, 
p. v), and the interrelatedness of social networks in such areas may further 
reinforce connections: Putnam suggests that the norm of generalised reciprocity 
is bolstered by ‘dense networks of social exchange’ (Putnam, 2000, p. 136). 
The complexities of social capital can be seen in the way different elements of 
social capital promote differing kinds of connection: ‘bonding’ social capital 
promotes and reinforces links between like-minded people; ‘bridging’ social 
capital supports the building of connections between heterogeneous groups 
(Giorgas, 2007, p. 211); and ‘linking’ social capital brings together ‘individuals 
and groups in different social strata’ (Giorgas, 2007, p. 211). 
The importance of social capital to regional Australia has become increa- 
singly recognised (de Vrieze, 2006, p. 188; Rogers & Jones, 2006, p. 9), and 
there is ‘reasonably convincing’ evidence that it is associated with positive 
health, education and life satisfaction and reduced crime and disadvantage 
(�ureau of Transport and Regional Economics, 2005, p. 213). If social capital 
helps to hold communities together, institutions that foster its growth may make 
valuable contributions to life in regional areas. Local news media—including 
local newspapers—are one such institution.
Localness in newspaper practice
The benefits of local newspapers for regional areas extend beyond the 
provision of news and information. �eaudoin and Thorson suggest that: 
The news media provide people with opportunities to interact and infor-
mation that can lead to deliberation and discussion, both of which can 
encourage civic participation and certain actions that benefit society. 
In addition, the news media can help hone a community’s sense of 
identity. (2004, p. 381) 
Newspapers’ contribution to the interaction and social relationships 
associated with social capital (Hogan & �wen, 2000, p. 80) may be particu- 
larly important at the local level in regional Australia because of increasing 
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centralisation of economic power and decision-making (Alston, 2002a, 
p. 94). �auman points out that for most people, local issues are the only 
ones they can actively influence (�auman, 2007, p. 82), so by facilitating 
opportunities for people to become involved in such issues, newspapers in 
country areas play a valuable role in fostering social capital. In her study 
of relationships between the local press and health and education services 
in NSW’s Riverina district, �lacklow found that as well as providing news 
and information, newspapers in the area ‘served as a forum for expression 
of the social needs and values which impinged on the daily lives of much 
of the population’ (�lacklow, 2000, p. 226). The ways in which local media 
facilitate interaction are a key factor in connecting people, empowering com-
munities and building trust and mutuality (Alston, 2002a, pp. 101-102). 
Australian country newspapers’ contribution to interaction, communication 
and empowerment in their circulation areas is underpinned by their emphasis 
on ‘localness’. The news focus of such publications—particularly non-daily 
newspapers—is primarily, or entirely, local; they promote and support the 
interests and wellbeing of their area, and they are a key part of local commu-
nication networks. Although country newspapers are commercial enterprises, 
with part of the impetus for their establishment that ‘businessmen, residents 
and journalists perceived that their towns had interests separate from other 
settlements’ (Kirkpatrick, 1984, p. 7), they have also ‘promoted vigorously 
the material and social advancement of their town and district’ (Kirkpatrick, 
1984, p. 7). Changing commercial environments have shifted most newspaper 
ownership from local to corporate, with the result that ‘the family owned and 
operated provincial newspaper is seldom found’ (Kirkpatrick, 2000, p. 225), 
but most country newspapers remain overwhelmingly local in content. Alysen 
et al suggest that at their best, ‘local papers produce journalism that speaks 
directly to their audience’s concerns’ (Alysen et al., 2003, p. 10). They are 
relatively ‘close’ to their audiences: ‘They [journalists] rub shoulders with 
their audience and contacts when they’re out shopping. They may be involved 
in the same local organisations. Their children may go to school together’ 
(Alysen et al., 2003, p. 9). They act as community promoters and advocates, 
often highlighting achievements by local businesses or entrepreneurs. The 
literature supports the notion of interrelatedness of community integration 
and newspaper use (Pretty, 1993, p. 81; Park, 1967; Janowitz, 1967; Stamm, 
1985), and Ewart claims newspapers ‘play a central role in constructing and 
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cementing the identity and culture of communities and their publics’ (Ewart, 
2000). They establish norms for behaviour, appearance and characteristics 
(Ewart, 2000) and reinforce local identity in the choices they make about what 
news stories to include, how these are framed and the way language is used. 
Methodology
Interrelationships between elements of ‘localness’ in journalism practice 
at country newspapers and social capital were explored as part of a wider 
study of relationships between communities and country newspapers in re-
gional areas of Australia. Journalists, newspaper owners and managers, and 
community participants from four regions of South Australia and Victoria 
were asked about their understandings of ‘localness’ in country newspaper 
journalism practice. A case study approach was adopted, with data gathered 
through semi-structured qualitative interviews and focus groups. Case stu- 
dies are valuable in putting forward concepts or propositions for further 
testing or consideration (Punch, 1998, p. 154), and encouraging logical, 
rather than statistical, inference (�laikie, 2000, p. 223), even though their 
potential for generalisability may be limited. In this study, the inclusion of 
four newspapers representing a range of characteristics typically associated 
with country newspapers increased the potential for generalisability. 
The case study newspapers were chosen as representing a range of char-
acteristics typical of country newspapers. Each is published at least weekly 
but less frequently than daily; each is a broad-based mainstream publication; 
and each is published outside a metropolitan area, in a town with a population 
of less than 15,000 (Australian �ureau of Statistics, 2006). Excluded were 
newspapers published less frequently than weekly and those published daily; 
newspapers in metropolitan areas; and specialist publications such as agricul-
tural newspapers. The four newspapers included in the study demonstrate a 
range of differences: in ownership and management; publication frequency; 
type of circulation area; and degree of distance from metropolitan areas. 
Nonetheless, all could be considered typical country newspapers—two locally 
owned weeklies, a locally owned bi-weekly, and a corporate-owned tri-weekly. 
While the ownership balance—three locally owned to one corporate—does 
not reflect broader patterns of country newspaper ownership in Australia, it 
aimed to maximise the data-gathering potential of the owner/manager inter-
views because owners were seen as more likely to be in a position to speak 
openly about issues affecting their publications.  
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Within the case study framework, the main data-gathering method 
employed was semi-structured interviews. Interviews are a frequently 
utilised method of gathering qualitative data (Fontana & Frey, 2000, 
p. 645), and have been widely used in research into journalism (see, for exam-
ple, Henningham, 1996; Ewart, 1998; �bijiofor, 2001; �cGregor, 1993; �ol-
loy & �romley, 2009; �anchanda Rodrigues, 2008; Pretty, 1995). Interviewing 
is a way of ‘accessing people’s perceptions, meanings, definitions of situations 
and constructions of reality’ (Punch, 1998, pp. 174-175), and semi-structured 
interviewing maximises flexibility while still providing the opportunity to 
analyse responses to scheduled questions (�utchnick & �erg, 1996, p. 118). 
The interviews with journalists were conducted face-to-face, and with the man-
agers or owners of each of the four newspapers by phone. Data were gathered 
from community participants through focus groups, which could be consi- 
dered to be a form of group interview (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990) but allow 
for efficient data collection from larger numbers of participants.  
All of the journalists—including the editors—employed by each of the 
four newspapers were approached to take part in the study. While all 25 
agreed to be involved, two were out of town on the day of the interviews 
and so were not included. Interviews were also sought with one management 
representative at each newspaper—in each case the person with the greatest 
overall responsibility for the publication. �ne focus group was run in each 
of the regions covered by the circulation area of the four newspapers, with 
names of potential participants sourced through the pages of the newspapers, 
recommendations from newspaper editors, snowball sampling, and lists of 
upcoming events and their organisers and local institutions and individu-
als in key areas such as local government. This meant most of the potential 
focus group participants were individuals who could be seen as community 
leaders, and helped to ensure they were familiar with the newspaper. �f the 
19 to 26 individuals contacted at each location, between four and seven took 
part in each focus group session. Confidentiality was a key element of the 
research design, to encourage participants to talk freely and openly. This was 
seen as particularly important for the journalist participants because of their 
relationship to the case study newspapers as employees. In reporting the data, 
confidentiality is maintained through generic identification of participants—
for example, reference to ‘experienced bi-weekly journalist’ or ‘focus group 
participant’—and random allocation of identifying numbers for individual 
participants or focus groups.  
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Findings
The responses of participants in this study suggest a strong emphasis on 
‘localness’ by local newspapers. Sub-themes identified included localness of 
content, local promotion and advocacy, local ownership and sense of own-
ership, localness of journalists, and relationships with communities. Each 
of these sub-themes has implications for consideration of interrelationships 
between newspapers and social capital in regional areas of Australia (for 
further discussion of these themes, see �owd, 2010). They can also be seen 
as supporting the three elements of social capital suggested by Halpern— 
social network; rules and expectations; and sanctions. For example, a focus 
on local content can contribute to social networks by providing a means of 
linking people in a region, while also providing implicit information about 
regional norms and sanctions through news choices and framing.
Localness of content
All three groups of participants—journalists, owners/managers and focus 
group members—highlighted the local news focus of their local newspaper, 
and indicated strong support for this. While the degree of localness in news 
coverage depended in part on the size of the newspaper and whether there 
were smaller, more localised publications within its circulation area, overall 
the case study newspapers were seen as very much local in the news stories 
they covered and the way they covered them. The journalists indicated that 
local issues and events predominated: ‘… it’s very rare that we do a story 
outside our geographical area’ (J11). Coverage not relevant to the readership 
could, an editor suggested, be seen as wasting limited editorial space: 
… there have been backlashes when we’ve run non-[local] stuff. The 
very first thing is while you’re putting that in, that space you’ve just 
wasted there should be about, you know, the CWA or, or someone  
local … (J15)
�roader issues were reported only if they were in some way relevant to the 
readership or could be localised: ‘… if there’s a list of three hundred grants 
that are made by the federal government in a particular area, we’ll always scan 
the list to see if there’s anybody in the [circulation] area, and if there isn’t, then 
we wouldn’t run it’ (J10).The focus group participants were particularly posi- 
tive in their views of the localised news coverage provided by the case study 
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publications.  �ne Focus Group 4 (FG4) participant suggested that what made 
the local paper so successful was that it covered only ‘stuff that’s interesting 
to local people’. The localness of information such as classified adverti- 
sing and personal notices in newspapers was also mentioned by focus group 
participants as a contributor to the reading experience, and as something 
that helped to make a local newspaper valuable to its readership. Perhaps 
not surprisingly, the community participants appeared to draw less of a 
distinction between the news, information and advertising functions of a 
local newspaper than did the journalist participants.
Local promotion and advocacy
Along with support for local news coverage, participants expressed support 
for the idea of country newspapers as local promoters and advocates. �ut 
while the broad notion that country newspapers should promote the interests 
of their region appeared to be widely accepted, the form this promotion and 
advocacy should take was less clear. Questions about local promotion were 
framed to participants from the perspective of newspaper campaigning, and 
responses were varied and diverse across and among participant groups.
Some journalists saw campaigning—which they generally recognised as 
referring to action by the newspaper ranging from extensive themed cover-
age of key local issues to suggesting a particular stance or course of action 
(�owd, 2007, p. 84)—as an integral part of their newspaper’s role, while 
others believed it should be avoided. �ne editor took a particularly strong 
stand, saying campaigning should not be part of a newspaper’s role: 
… we do have enormous power … and it should be used in an appro- 
priate way. … You can still be involved in your community, but  
actually driving the campaign … I’m not convinced that is a major role 
of the newspaper. (J5)
In part, this was because of the difficulty of choosing which issues to 
support: ‘... is getting a new helipad for the hospital any more worthy as a 
new swimming pool for [a town]?’ (J5) However, several other journalists 
pointed to their newspaper’s success in providing a voice for people in their 
region which, in some cases, had had direct positive outcomes: 
… we had some problems with the local ambulance service, and we 
campaigned and canvassed a few of the problems, and we managed to 
get the hobnobs to come up here and hold a meeting and everything. (J2)  
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The journalists’ responses suggested most campaigns were driven by com-
munity feeling on an issue, either in direct response to publicly expressed 
opinion or based on the newspaper’s assessment of local sentiment (�owd, 
2007, p. 85) – ‘because we’re so close to the community, if the community’s 
campaigning, we’re campaigning’. (J18). 
Views among the other participant groups also varied widely, with two 
owner/managers saying campaigning was not part of their newspaper’s role, 
another that his newspaper could or should campaign more, but that respon-
sibility for this rested with the editor, and the fourth that his newspaper cam-
paigned on local issues ‘to a degree’ (��1). The focus groups were similarly 
divided—two indicated their newspaper did not campaign, the third suggested 
it depended on the issue, and the fourth that the local newspaper had a history 
of campaigning. However, this disparity of views needs to be seen in the light 
of broadly expressed support for country newspapers as local promoters and 
community advocates. It was only the form of the advocacy that generated 
wide variation in respondent opinion. 
Local ownership
Increased corporate ownership of country newspapers was not seen by 
participants in this study as inevitably leading to a shift away from commu-
nity ‘ownership’ of a publication. �oves away from local ownership were 
generally identified as less concerning than whether the newspaper was 
connected with and responsive to its readership, with local content and focus 
more crucial than who actually owned the publication. 
For many of the journalists, the impact of ownership was seen as relatively 
indirect, affecting budgets and resourcing rather than news content, although 
some expressed concern that corporate ownership could lead to employment 
of cheaper, less experienced staff and consolidation of printing facilities, limit-
ing capacity to update editorial content close to deadline (�owd, 2009, p. 54). 
The editor of the newspaper owned by a major media organisation argued that 
who owned the paper was less important than how it was perceived locally: 
… I think people aren’t really fussed about that [ownership]. … It’s the 
paper that they see as theirs, not who actually owns it. … Yes, we’re 
owned by [a major group], but we employ a hundred people who live 
in the [area] ... (J15)
The views of the newspaper owner/managers were more varied. While 
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local ownership was identified as less important than it might once have been 
(�owd, 2009, pp. 54-55), concerns were expressed about the effect on local 
focus of a newspaper being taken over by a large organisation (�owd, 2009, 
p. 55). �ne newspaper owner suggested that: ‘… if people saw [a major 
newspaper group] buy this newspaper and run it the way that they do, they 
would see a radical difference, I think for the worse.’ (��4)
�ost of the community participants indicated that it was preferable—but 
not essential—that a newspaper be owned within its circulation region. Where 
concern was expressed about outside ownership, it was at least partly linked to 
concern about localness of content, with one participant suggesting there was a 
relationship between ‘localness’ of a newspaper and the location of its owner, 
and another that a newspaper should not be run from ‘too far afield’ (FG3).  
�verall, participants were much more positive in responses to questions 
about sense of community ‘ownership’. Almost all of the journalists indicated 
that readers felt the local newspaper ‘belonged’ to them (�owd, 2009, p. 56), 
with one saying: ‘I think they do, very much so. I think that’s reflected in 
letters to the editor and, and regular contributions that we have, complaints that 
we have ...’ (J2) Another junior journalist, at a different newspaper, expressed 
a similar view: ‘It’s definitely their paper.’ (J16) It was important not to take 
the relationship for granted, as: 
… the worst thing you could possibly do is if someone comes in and 
starts complaining about ‘what are you doing to my paper’, if an editor 
or a general manager says ‘well, it’s not your paper, it’s our paper’. As 
far as they’re concerned, it’s their paper—treat it with respect. (J18)
Similar views were expressed by the owner/managers and community 
participants. �ost of the focus group participants indicated that regional resi-
dents felt a sense of ownership towards their local newspaper: ‘I think we 
do feel it’s our paper, even though we don’t own it, I think we do.’ (FG3) 
�ne FG4 participant suggested it was less a sense of ownership and more a 
sense of identification with the paper, that it was ‘part of the family’. This 
extended even to people who were not regular readers—one FG2 participant 
said her husband wouldn’t ‘actually sit there and read it [the paper], but his 
friends and he would actually talk about it for days until the next one comes 
out’. In part, the sense of community ownership reflected the fact many local 
people were involved in the content of the newspaper, particularly through 
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coverage of sport and what were described as ‘happy snappies’—photo-
graphs of people at community or social events. 
Localness of journalists
�ilitating against community connection is the high rate of staff turnover 
at country newspapers. Such publications are widely seen as a ‘training 
ground’ for young journalists and university journalism graduates, meaning 
that many journalists come from outside the newspaper’s area, and stay for 
a relatively short time. This in turn suggests a point of contrast between the 
intensely local nature of the news coverage and the potentially limited local 
knowledge of the journalists. 
The participants in this study expressed a range of views about the im-
portance of journalists having a local background, but it was generally seen 
as advantageous, both because of established local connections—‘I’ve had 
lots of cases where people have come to me before any other news outlet, 
with stories … just because they know who I am, they know the family and 
me, they trust in that’ (J2)—and local knowledge—‘I know a lot of the issues 
that are facing the [region], having grown up here, having family that live 
here’ (J2). �ut a more general regional background could provide a broad 
understanding of regional communities and issues (�owd, 2005, p. 111-112): 
‘… being born and bred in the country, I think, it makes it easy to relate to a 
lot of people in the [region], and that’s very important.’ (J20) Although most 
community participants saw it as preferable rather than essential that journalists 
had a background in the region in which they were working, several expressed 
stronger views: ‘They should be local, I reckon. They should know the area. 
At least lived a couple of years here, not straight from the city.’ (FG2)
However, the owner/managers’ views were more mixed. �ne suggested 
that ‘some of our best journalists have just been good year twelve students’, 
and that while journalism graduates had valuable skills, they needed a certain 
amount of ‘retraining’ or familiarisation with issues (��2). At another news-
paper, a relatively recent trend towards employing journalists from outside 
the region had been accompanied by a shift towards less-senior journalists:
When I first started here 15 years ago, our editorial team was, I think 
a team of about 11, and they were pretty well all local people and 
they were all high-graded journalists. We now have a team of 13 and 
probably only about … 25 percent of those would be local, but I think 
the highest grading now, in the journalists, is about a Grade 2. (��1)
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A third newspaper also employed almost entirely non-local staff, and adver-
tised vacancies in state and interstate metropolitan daily publications. The 
owner saw this as ‘very healthy’ because ‘outside’ journalists brought a fresh 
perspective (��4).
�ne concern raised by participants about the employment of journalists 
from outside a newspaper’s circulation area was that they tended to stay for 
a relatively short time before moving on to daily newspapers or back to more 
familiar territory (��1). The focus groups in particular identified the rate of 
journalist turnover as problematic, with FG3 participants suggesting journal-
ists needed to make a commitment of at least three years to a region: ‘I think 
most of the reporters we’ve had over the past five or six years have been there 
using it as a stepping stone to get further up, that’s all it was …’  
This high turnover rate made it difficult for journalists to build up local 
knowledge, something acknowledged by many participants—particularly 
those in the focus groups—as problematic. A lack of local knowledge may 
be particularly obvious to residents who have that knowledge, and can affect 
perceptions of a journalist’s credibility and professionalism: one participant 
mentioned the example of a journalist new to the region phoning a contact and, 
in addition to asking the location of a major regional town, mispronouncing 
the town’s name (FG1). The owner/managers also expressed concern about 
local knowledge: ‘… it probably takes a good young cadet, or young jour-
nalist, probably 12 months or more just to get used to the region and to start 
making good solid contact’. (��1) Journalists from metropolitan areas were 
seen as being at a particular disadvantage, with one focus group participant 
saying a greater investment of time was required when providing informa-
tion to journalists from the city, as more explanation of issues was necessary.
Participants suggested that lack of local knowledge could be addressed in 
part by immersion in the region, which helped to develop a sense of ‘connec-
tion’. �eing visible within the area was part of this: ‘I guess it’s important to 
have a bit of a face out there in the community, to go to a lot of local events 
so people know who you are.’ (J19) �ut it was nonetheless highlighted as 
problematic given the predominantly local nature of the news covered.
Relationships with communities
�aintaining a close relationship between newspaper and audience may be a 
way of consolidating newspapers’ place in local communication networks, 
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and one element of this is communication between publication and reader-
ship. Journalists at country newspapers are usually readily accessible to their 
audiences, something described by one tri-weekly journalist as building in-
tegrity into the process of communicating the news (J22). He saw this as im-
portant because sloppy or inaccurate reporting would undermine the paper’s 
reputation, which would in turn lessen readers’ regard for it. The ease of 
contact was viewed by community members as a ‘bit of a privilege’ (FG1): 
‘I think most of us appreciate the fact that we can actually go and do that … 
[talk to a journalist].’ (FG2) For journalists, being known within the region 
helped to balance the information-gathering limitations of small numbers of 
journalists covering large geographical areas: ‘… we do rely a hell of a lot on 
people coming in and letting us know, because obviously with resources you 
can’t get out and know what’s going on everywhere.’ (J8) 
The nature of the relationship between newspaper and audience is also 
reflected in what many participants identified as country newspapers’ concern 
with the consequences of their reporting. For example, the reporting of tragic 
events such as fatal car accidents is something that would be approached 
cautiously:
… we’d look at each one as an individual case. We certainly wouldn’t 
publish a picture with a body in it, and we certainly wouldn’t publish 
a picture which is a candid or impromptu picture showing an accident 
victim, and they weren’t aware that a picture was being taken. (��4)
As one of the journalists suggested:
… it’s not the same as working in a major national or state paper, where 
you can meet someone and can write anything from that, and you don’t 
have to worry so much about the consequences. I mean, we live with 
these people, and we have to work with these people … (J2)
Focus group participants identified this as something that distinguished local 
papers from metropolitan publications: 
In national papers they’ve got to, I think, to strive for sensation ... 
Whereas, being a community based [paper], they’ve also got to live 
here, and I think that makes a big difference.
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Conclusion
Localness is noted in the literature as an identifying characteristic of coun-
try newspapers in Australia (Kirkpatrick, 2001; Pretty, 1993; 1995), and the 
responses of participants in this study support this idea and suggest that lo-
calness is viewed positively by news audiences. Localness is at the centre 
of country newspapers’ mission, which one weekly journalist described as: 
answering the questions that the community has, finding out the infor-
mation that the community wants to know, and just holding up all those 
basic principles of journalism, you know, informing people, educating 
people and that sort of stuff as well. (J3)
Local newspapers afforded a venue for community discussion and a means 
by which people could communicate with each other, as well as a ‘sounding 
board’ to let people know:
how their community is ticking, how the health of the community—is it 
dealing with issues, like for example, water issues, the drought, markets, 
overseas competition for imports and things like that on fruit and other 
things—how we measure up. (��2)
 They also helped to establish regional identity: 
I just think kind of it’s a nice sense of community, that you sort of, every- 
one from all across the [region] are reading it and can find out what’s 
happening in the [region], get a sense of community and belonging. 
It’s a nice way of separating the [region] from [nearby areas] ... (FG4)
A newspaper that is ‘connected’ to its audience helps to connect people with-
in that readership. As Kirkpatrick suggests: ‘In many instances, the com-
munity newspaper is communicating the good news that nothing terrible has 
happened in the past week …’ (Kirkpatrick, 2001, p. 20)—but even these 
types of messages are valuable in maintaining community links. 
The responses of participants in this study indicate that country news- 
papers are a crucial element of local communication networks, although shifting 
patterns of media engagement—and particularly generational change—have the 
capacity to affect the place of newspapers in these networks. Country news- 
papers’ central role as a community connector suggests they are well positioned 
to contribute to social capital in their circulation regions. In reporting on a 
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wide range of events and activities within their readership areas, they circulate 
information about achievements, events and other elements of regional life. 
This is further reinforced by the multi-layered nature of connections in small 
towns, where the people involved in local sport are often the same people 
involved in service club meetings and whose other achievements might also 
be reported in the pages of the paper, reflecting the ‘dense networks of social 
exchange’ that Putnam suggests bolster the norm of generalised reciprocity 
(Putnam, 2000, p. 136). 
Country newspapers support the components of social capital identified by 
Halpern—a network; norms, values and expectations; and sanctions (Halpern, 
2005, p. 10)—by identifying what they believe is important to their readership, 
through their focus on local content and interests, and reflecting this back 
to readers. �oth formal and informal norms and sanctions (Halpern, 2005, 
p. 12) are supported through news coverage, particularly through reporting 
of community responses to issues and events. Ewart suggests regional media 
play a central role in constructing and cementing the identity and culture of 
communities and their publics, and that a community comes to recognise and 
know itself through its representation in local media (Ewart, 2000). 
Participants’ responses also indicate that this may work less effectively 
where localness is seen as lacking—in particular as a result of rapid turnover 
and limited local knowledge of journalists. Lack of local understanding may 
militate against journalists reporting in more than a superficial manner, as they 
may be unaware of underlying issues, conflicts and personalities, as well as 
the unwritten ‘rules’ and norms of a region. Rapid turnover of journalists thus 
may impact on public perceptions of a newspaper, with consequent limitations 
on its ability to contribute to social capital.
The sub-themes identified above demonstrate ways in which country 
newspapers can contribute to social capital in their circulation region. �y 
concentrating on local news and the interests of their region, they help to 
develop and maintain links between people in the region. �y emphasising 
‘localness’, they reinforce what it is that people in the region have in com-
mon, what characterises local identity, the norms and expectations that are 
part of regional life, and the concerns and interests of people in their circu-
lation area. Regional newspapers may also help to bridge divides between 
sub-communities in regional areas by effectively promoting characteristics of 
‘bridging’ social capital. While a detailed exploration of sub-communities is 
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beyond the scope of this article, the broad themes emerging from the research 
support the idea of country newspapers as a generally uniting force within 
regional communities. 
Coleman argues that social capital depreciates if not renewed, as ‘social 
relationships die out if not maintained; expectations and obligations wither 
over time; and norms depend on regular communication’ (Coleman, 1994, p. 
321). Country newspapers can help to maintain relationships, expectations and 
norms by reflecting back to communities messages about what is considered 
important to people in their region, and by presenting the views and opinions 
of local people, celebrating their achievements and focusing on local people 
and issues. In this way, they can make a valuable contribution to the ongoing 
renewal of social capital in their area. 
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